Bell-inequality violations establish that two systems share some quantum entanglement. We give a simple test to certify that two systems share an asymptotically large amount of entanglement, n EPR states. The test is efficient: unlike earlier tests that play many games, in sequence or in parallel, our test requires only one or two CHSH games. One system is directed to play a CHSH game on a random specified qubit i, and the other is told to play games on qubits {i, j}, without knowing which index is i.
Introduction
Entanglement separates quantum from classical physics, and is a key source for the power of quantum-mechanical devices. A natural experimental challenge, to advance our quantum engineering skills and possibly test quantum physics itself, is to generate highly entangled states. However, for studying the foundations of physics and for cryptographic applications, it is important to take a conservative, adversarial perspective. A convincing test for entanglement must avoid modeling assumptions-such as that experimental operation X, perhaps shining a laser, implements a unitary X on a particular qubit-or even the assumption that the system is quantum-mechanical at all. A system may appear to be entangled under simple tests, and yet its behavior might still have an underlying classical explanation.
Recently, "loophole-free" Bell-inequality violations have been demonstrated [H + 15, H + 16, S + 15, G + 15]. These experiments establish that there exists some entanglement between two experimental systems, ruling out classical local-hidden-variable models, in a very adversarial setting. Following the rules of the CHSH game [CHSH69] , they ask random questions to the two systems-electrons separated by over a kilometer in [H + 15]-and security is based on the space-like separation of the measurements giving the answers. This separation prevents any collusion, even with signals moving at the speed of light. The results are up to high statistical confidence, because unentangled systems could get lucky and pass the tests by chance.
Beyond showing some entanglement, how can one certify that two systems are highly entangled? with Alice's qubit. Therefore (skipping over some arguments), Alice and Bob must share two EPR states. Chaining together pairwise statements like this establishes that they share n EPR states.
Note that this test requires very little processing to test a high-dimensional quantum state, as the number of possible operations to be performed scales quadratically with the number of qubits tested. This contrasts with the exponential number of possibilities required for parallel self-tests. Possibly a further value is that the test is largely nondestructive; only two of the n EPR states are measured in the test, leaving n − 2 verified EPR states for other uses.
The practical usefulness of the test, however, depends on its tolerance to imperfections. We characterize a test as "robust" if the guaranteed distance to the target state scales polynomially with the sub-optimality incurred by, say, instrumental imperfection. Precisely, we say that a test has "robustness f (n, δ)" if a success probability that is δ-close to optimal guarantees a distance f (n, δ) to the target state. For example, the test from [RUV13] is robust, and our test is robust as well: the dependence on errors grows only polynomially in n, not exponentially. This is not to say that the test can readily be implemented experimentally. Might a stronger analysis show, for example, that if Alice and Bob pass the test with 99% probability, then they must share a state with 99% fidelity to 1 √ 2 n (|00 + |11 ) ⊗n ? No. We give an explicit construction by which Alice and Bob can use logarithmically many EPR states, O 1 δ 2 log n , to pass the test with probability within δ of the optimal value. This implies that the analysis breaks down for δ = Ω( (log n)/n). The test does not tolerate constant error rates. (A similar limitation will likely hold for other tests that consider only two qubits at a time [CRSV17] .)
Our strategy for exhibiting n qubits is based on a technique first used in [KKM + 11]. We introduce two main ideas. The first consists in combining 2n(n − 1) pairwise approximate commutation relations [P i , Q j ]|ψ ≈ 0, for P, Q ∈ {X, Z} and i = j, with the exact commutation that always exists between an operator on Alice's Hilbert space H A and an operator on Bob's space H B . We crucially use the fact that, as a consequence of the CHSH test, an operator P i or Q j can be "pulled" from H A to H B , at which point it commutes with any operator on H A . This operation allows us to control the error blow-up that would become unmanageable if we only had access to a single space H. The second idea is to enforce the desired approximate commutation [P i , Q j ]|ψ ≈ 0 through the use of an intermediate set of operators, P {i,j} i and Q {i,j} j , that are obtained by adding an additional test in which the CHSH test is executed on a pair {i, j} of (purported) qubits. The use of a "dummy question" was first introduced in [IKM09] for the purposes of inducing approximate commutation, and we show that it can be effectively leveraged in our context as well.
Although our main result is based on the CHSH test and the use of EPR states, we show in Appendix A that the result can be generalized to separate qubits via any two-qubit state entangled across
It is an open question whether similar results can be attained based on higherdimensional partially entangled states.
Recently, several other entanglement tests have been given. Coudron and Natarajan [CN16] and Coladangelo [Col17] study parallel repetition of the Magic Square game [Mer90, Per90] , achieving robustness of O(n 2 √ δ) and O(n 3/2 √ δ), respectively. The optimal success probability for this game is 1, which allows for a more efficient analysis in comparison to the CHSH game. They also require fewer experiments to achieve certain statistical confidence. Natarajan and Vidick [NV17] leverage a quantum version of the linearity test by Blum et al. [BLR93] , and obtain robustness that is independent of n. Their test is rather complex and requires the verifier to choose among exponentially many possible questions. This was recently improved [NV18] 
Notation
Denote the EPR state by |EPR =
. . , n}. The Pauli matrices are
and σ z = 1 0 0 −1 . On higher-dimensional spaces, we will denote the identity operator by 1.
We 
State-dependent separation of n EPR states
In this section we prove a separation theorem for qubits that satisfy certain state-dependent commutation relations. In Section 3 we provide a simple protocol that can establish the statedependent assumptions in an experimental setting. 
Then for D ∈ {A, B}, there exist reflections
In words, the assumption of the theorem is that Alice and Bob have n overlapping qubits, with Pauli operators on different qubits nearly commuting on |ψ , and such that |ψ is nearly stabilized by (X j ⊗ X j ) AB and (Z j ⊗ Z j ) AB for each j. Note that these assumptions are satisfied by |ψ = |EPR ⊗n AB and X j = σ x j , Z j = σ z j , with = 0. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3 in [CRSV17] gives an isomorphism from
, respectively. The first claim below then shows that Eq. (1) implies that under this isometry |ψ must be close to an EPR state on the jth qubits, for every j ∈ [n].
Claim 2.3. There exists a universal constant c such that: if
Proof. Expand |φ = a,b∈{0,1} |a, b |φ a,b . Then σ z 1 σ z 2 |φ − |φ 2 = 4( |φ 01 2 + |φ 10 2 ) and
The conclusion follows, for |φ = |φ 00 / |φ 00 .
The next claim completes the proof by showing that if |ψ is δ-close to an EPR state on each of n registers, then it is O( √ nδ)-close to n EPR states.
Thus for each j, we have x:
Under the constraint x α x 2 = 1 and by a union bound, we have α 1 n 2 ≥ 1 − nδ 2 . Provided that nδ 2 < 1, α 1 n > 0.
Letting |ϕ = |α 1 n / α 1 n , we get
This gives the bound |ψ − |1
Corollary 2.2 follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The idea for the proof is as follows. There are n overlapping qubits on Alice's side, and another n overlapping qubits on Bob's side. The assumptions of the theorem imply that for each j, the joint state of Alice and Bob's qubits j is close to an EPR state. For the analysis, we sequentially swap in fresh qubits in order to force a tensor-product structure. Since there is an underlying state, |ψ , we need to specify a state for the fresh qubits. The natural choice is the maximally mixed state, 1 2 I, because locally this looks the same as half of an EPR state, and thus Alice and Bob's local operators cannot tell that we have changed the state from underneath them. On Alice's side, therefore, the local isometry adds n − 1 EPR states (entirely on Alice's side, not crossing between Alice and Bob). Half of each EPR state is unused, and we swap in the other half, which looks maximally mixed.
We proceed with the details. For each j, let (S j ) AA be the operator on
⊗2n A that swaps Alice's jth qubit, defined by (X j ) A , (Z j ) A , with half of the jth appended EPR state:
Then for P, Q ∈ {X, Z} and i < j,
Pauli on the (2i−1)th added qubit, on which the other term has no dependence.
be the operator that swaps Bob's jth qubit with the other half of Alice's jth appended EPR state. Then we compute where each approximation holds up to order in Euclidean norm. The first approximation, pulling S j−2 · · · S 1 over to Bob's side, is by Lemma 2.5 below. The next line, commuting S j−1 past P j on |ψ , is by Lemma 2.6. The argument continues by pulling one S i at a time back to Alice's side, where it can be commuted past P j . Overall, the error is (
The same argument can be repeated for swap operators (S j ) BB defined on Bob's side. Thus (P j ) BB |ψ − (P j ) B |ψ = O(n ), and so in particular
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 are simple calculations based on the triangle inequality. 
Lemma 2.5. (S
i ) AA |ψ − (S i ) BA |ψ = O( ).
Proof. If we had (X
, where |ψ restricted on Alice's and Bob's ith qubits is an EPR state and c is the constant from Claim 2.3.
Proof. Use the definition of S i in terms of X i and Z i , which by assumption nearly commute with P j on |ψ .
A protocol for testing n qubits
It remains to explain how the mathematical assumptions of Theorem 2.1 can be established in an experiment. The assumption that (P j ) A ⊗ (P j ) B |ψ ≈ |ψ is straightforward to establish by testing for an EPR state using the CHSH game; see Section 3.1 below. The EPR state |EPR = 1 √ 2 (|00 + |11 ) is an eigenvalue-one eigenvector of both σ x ⊗ σ x and σ z ⊗ σ z . The assumption that [P i , Q j ] D |ψ ≈ 0 for any i = j seems more difficult to establish, because it involves (P i ) D acting on (Q j ) D |ψ , not just on |ψ directly. The main idea to obtain constraints on quantities such as (P i Q j ) D |ψ is to use both players, and design a test where the second player performs a measurement that relates to both P i and Q j . In Section 3.2 we present a simple protocol for which the soundness analysis uses this argument. 
The CHSH game
In Section 3.2 below we give a protocol that can experimentally establish the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. This protocol is built on the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) game [CHSH69] . Before presenting our protocol, let us review the CHSH game.
The CHSH game involves a verifier and two players. The verifier chooses uniformly random bits a, b ∈ {0, 1}. As shown in Figure 2 , she sends a to the first player, and b to the second player. The players share a quantum state but cannot communicate. Each player applies a two-outcome measurement, depending on her input. They return their respective outcomes, x and y in {1, −1}, to the verifier. The players win if xy = (−1) ab .
A general strategy for the CHSH game consists of Hilbert spaces H 1 , H 2 , a state |ψ ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 2 , and reflections
On receiving c ∈ {0, 1}, each player measures R c and returns the outcome. Using this strategy, the players win with probability
The maximum probability of winning is cos 2 π 8 ≈ 0.85. A strategy achieving this probability uses |ψ = |EPR ∈ C 2 ⊗ C 2 , and the reflections (R 0 ) 1 = σ z , (R 1 ) 1 = σ x for player 1, and
x Hσ x for player 2. In fact, up to local changes of basis and choice of an ancillary state, this is the only optimal strategy [MYS12, RUV12] . We will use: 
• There exists a unit vector |ψ ∈Ĥ 1 ⊗Ĥ 2 such that for
Thus the CHSH game provides a test to establish that both players measure a single qubit in a shared EPR state. Our protocol for testing n qubits uses many embedded CHSH games.
A protocol for testing n qubits
In this section, we describe and analyze a simple protocol, between a verifier and two players, Alice and Bob, that can experimentally establish the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Recall, these assumptions are that Alice and Bob each have n overlapping qubits, such that the joint two-qubit state of their jth qubits is close to an EPR state, for every j, and with Pauli operators on different qubits nearly commuting on |ψ . Intuitively, approximate EPR states are easily established using the CHSH game. The last commutation assumption is harder to establish.
For example, one possible protocol might have the verifier choose a random index j ∈ [n], send j to both players, and ask them to play a CHSH game on the jth of n shared EPR states. Honest players, who indeed shared |EPR ⊗n , could pass this protocol. However, dishonest players could also pass this protocol by ignoring j and using always the same EPR state to play all CHSH games. In this case, each player's n qubits would all be the same qubit, so the protocol is inadequate.
Our protocol overcomes this flaw. It is as follows:
Protocol for testing n qubits A verifier interacts with two players, Alice and Bob. With equal probabilities 1/3, the verifier runs one of the following sub-protocols:
1. Choose i ∈ [n] and a ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random. Send (i, a) to each player. Alice and Bob reply, respectively, with x, y ∈ {1, −1}. Accept if and only if x = y.
Choose i, j ∈ [n], i = j, and bits a, b, c ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random. Send Alice (i, a), and send Bob
Alice returns x ∈ {±1}. Bob returns y and y in {±1}, ordered to correspond respectively to (i, b) and (j, c). Accept if and only if xy = (−1) ab .
3. The same as sub-protocol 2, but with the roles of Alice and Bob exchanged.
Observe that embedded within this protocol are 4n(n − 1) CHSH games. In sub-protocol 2, for example, for every i = j and c ∈ {0, 1}, Alice and Bob are playing a CHSH game. In general, Alice's strategy for the CHSH game can depend on i, while Bob's strategy can depend on i, j and c.
The key ingredient in the protocol is the "dummy" question j used in parts 2 and 3. Given the indices {i, j}, Bob does not know which index was given to Alice. Intuitively, this forces Bob to measure two independent qubits for his responses y and y . In our analysis below, it allows us to establish the state-dependent commutation relationship between Alice's ith and jth qubits:
The dummy question is related to the technique of oracularization in complexity theory. To our knowledge, this was first used in the context of two-player quantum games in [IKM09] .
Note that Alice cannot distinguish between the first and second sub-protocols, and Bob cannot distinguish between the first and third sub-protocols. The role of the first sub-protocol is to establish consistency between Alice and Bob's ith qubits, without dependence on (j, c) . 3 Let us now analyze the completeness and soundness of this protocol.
Completeness
Honest players Alice and Bob, sharing n EPR states, |EPR ⊗n , play as follows:
• If given a single tuple (i, a), the player measures her share of the ith EPR state with σ z if a = 0, or with σ x if a = 1. She returns the measured eigenvalue.
• These strategies correspond to using the indicated qubits i and j to play CHSH games following the optimal strategy from Section 3.1, where the player given a single tuple takes the role of CHSH game player 1 and the player given two tuples takes the role of CHSH game player 2.
When Alice and Bob follow this honest strategy, they pass sub-protocol 1 with probability 1, and they pass sub-protocols 2 and 3 with probability cos 2 π 8 , the optimal success probability for a CHSH game. Overall the verifier accepts with probability
Soundness
In general, a strategy for Alice and Bob consists of:
• Finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces H A , H B , and a shared state |ψ ∈ H A ⊗ H B .
• Naimark's theorem ensures the assumption of projective measurements is without loss of generality.
We state the results of the soundness analysis as a theorem: 
, and
In particular, the conclusions of this theorem are exactly the assumptions required to apply Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, with = O(n √ δ). Thus, combining Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 2.2, directly leads to the robustness guarantee O(n 5/2 √ δ) claimed in the introduction.
Proof. For each
Thus R jc ib is the reflection measured to determine the response to (i, b), marginalized over the response to (j, c) .
Since the optimal probability of winning a CHSH game is cos 2 π 8 , the maximum probability that the verifier can accept in sub-protocols 2 and 3 is also cos 2 π 8 . In particular, by a Markov inequality, this implies that the probability that Alice and Bob win in sub-protocol 1, conditioned on the verifier having chosen i ∈ [n], is at least 1 − 3nδ. Hence, by a straightforward calculation,
Again by a Markov inequality, for each of the 4n(n − 1) CHSH games embedded in sub-protocols 2 and 3, the success probability is at least cos 2 π 8 − 6n(n − 1)δ. Therefore Lemma 3.1 applies to each game. (The condition on each observable's two eigenspaces having the same dimension is easily satisfied by at most doubling the dimension of the Hilbert space.)
Consider the game in sub-protocol 2 specified by i = j and c ∈ {0, 1}. The CHSH game measurement operators are
. From Lemma 3.1, the actual measurement operators have an action on |ψ that is close to that of these ideal operators, and |ψ ≈ |EPR ⊗ |ψ . Combining these bounds using triangle inequalities gives
We will use the bounds in Eq. (5) to show that [P i , Q j ] A |ψ ≈ 0 for P, Q ∈ {X, Z} and i = j. For i = j, we compute that for b, c ∈ {0, 1},
where each approximation is up to error O(n √ δ) in Euclidean distance, by Eq. (5), and the middle equality is by Eq. (3). Thus we have
. Taking sums and differences of these bounds, it follows that
follows by symmetry.
An attack: lower bound on robustness of the protocol
The soundness analysis from Theorem 3.2, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 implies that any strategy with success probability ω opt − 1/n O(1) in our protocol must have local dimension at least 2 n for each player. The following construction shows that the same conclusion cannot be extended to strategies having success probability below ω opt − c (log n)/n, for some constant c. 1. When asked to play a CHSH game on qubit i ∈ [n], a player follows the ideal CHSH game strategy using the observables Z i , X i . Thus the players pass the first sub-protocol with probability one.
2. When asked to play CHSH games on qubits i, j, with i < j, a player sequentially measures using
, and then similarly for j. Say for example that in sub-protocol 2 Bob is given the indices i < j. If Alice is given index i, then the players win the CHSH game with the optimal probability, cos 2 π 8 . If Alice is given index j, then Bob's first measurement using the observables associated with qubit i can slightly perturb the state on qubits j. However, provided c is chosen small enough, the commutation bounds imply that the distribution of outcomes is -close in statistical distance from the case in which Bob measures qubit j first. Thus the players succeed with probability at least cos 2 π 8 − in the second and third sub-protocols.
A Separation of n qubits from any entangled state
Based on the results of [YN13, BP15] it is possible to extend the results from Section 2 to separating n partially overlapping qubits based on the use of an arbitrary two-qubit entangled state |ψ θ = cos θ|00 + sin θ|11 , for θ ∈ (0, π/2). The arguments are very similar, replacing the CHSH game by a game based on a Bell inequality introduced in [YN13, BP15] . In the following two sections we sketch the arguments for extending Theorems 2.1 and 3.2, respectively, to this scenario.
A.1 Separating n qubits
The following is an analogue of Theorem 2.1. Theorem A.1. Let |ψ ∈ H A ⊗H B , with |ψ = 1. Assume that for j ∈ [n] we are given reflections
such that the following conditions hold:
Then there exist reflections
Note that conditions (7) and (8) replace the conditions used to certify EPR states in Theorem 2.1. The following analog of Claim 2.3 justifies these conditions by showing that they characterize the state |ψ θ : Based on the claim we can obtain the following corollary to Theorem A.1. 
Corollary A.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem A.1, there are unitaries
Proof sketch of Theorem A.1. The proof follows closely the proof of Theorem 2.1. The main result needed is the existence of appropriate SWAP operators S j satisfying the properties of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6.
where (H j ) A is a Hadamard on the ancilla qubit and
, controlled on the qubit in A . Define U BB similarly. As shown in [YN13, BP15] , it follows from (7) and (8) that for D ∈ {A, B} and P ∈ {X, Z},
for some state |junk AB , and
We now define S j as
AA , and similarly define S j , using (U j ) BB and swapping B with A . The following lemma establishes the analog of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6.
For i, j ∈ [n], i = j, and P ∈ {X, Z},
Proof. For (12), we use (11). For (13), it suffices to check that for i = j the unitaries (U i ) AA and (U j ) AA approximately commute. This follows from the definition (10) and the approximate commutation conditions (9).
Once Lemma A.4 has been established, the proof of the theorem follows exactly the same steps as the proof of Theorem 2.1.
A.2 The testing protocol
In order to experimentally verify that the conditions of Theorem A.1 are satisfied, a very similar protocol to the one described in Section 3.2 can be used, except the CHSH tests should be replaced by the appropriate self-test for the state |ψ θ . Such a test is developed in [YN13, BP15] , based on a Bell inequality with two inputs and two outputs per site. Based on the Bell inequality B α it is possible to design a simple game between players "Alice" and "Bob" such that the player's maximum success probability in the game is directly related to the expectation value in B α that is induced by their strategy.
We can then use exactly the same protocol as described in Section 3.2, with the CHSH game replaced by the game based on B α . The proof that the appropriate relations, as required in Theorem A.1, are satisfied by any strategy that is accepted in the protocol with probability close to the optimum then follows closely the proof of Theorem 3.2 and we only sketch the argument.
Observables (P i ) D are obtained directly from Theorem A.5. Conditions (7) and (8) 
hold, as desired. It is then not hard to turn such pairwise approximate anti-commutation into exact anti-commutation; see, e.g., [OV16, Lemma 7] .
